Carhartt Men's 10in Pull on Wp Nano Toe Boot Industrial Review-2021

Imported
Rubber sole
Shaft measures approximately Calf High" from arch
Boot opening measures approximately 19" around
Carbon Nano safety toe. Identifies protection against impact and compression hazards with a
carbon Nano (non-metallic) Safety Toe. Carbon Nano safety toes meet ASTM F2413-18 standards
Electrical Hazard (non-safety soft toe). identifies secondary protection against incidental contact with
electrical circuits of 18, 000 volts or less under dry conditions. Non-safety soft toe EH styles meet
ASTM f2892-18 EH standards
Storm Defender waterproof breathable protection. These shoes are designed to be completely
waterproof and to keep your feet dry in most types of wet conditions. A waterproof and Breathable
membrane is used to keep your feet dry but promote air flow and circulationCarhartt Men's
Traditional 10" Pull On Waterproof Brown Carbon Nano Toe CMP1453
Carhartt developed Traditional Welt work boots to offer a wide variety of styles in classic designs
that are incredibly durable, comfortable and affordable. Tough jobs call for tough boots. Goodyear
welt construction with lug bottom Carhartt rubber outsoles provide superior traction and durability.
Carhartt footbed made with Insite technology is engineered to create maximum arch support to
reduce foot fatigue during long days on the job. All styles incorporate FastDry Technology linings
that wick away sweat for comfort.
Carhartt Men's Insite Technology Footbed CMI9000
Carhartt developed Insite Technology Footbeds so you can end the day as strong as you start it with
engineered comfort that feels like a custom orthotic in your boots. This footbed design is based on
120,000 3D foot scans for fit, form and comfort and provides maximum arch support to reduce foot
fatigue during long days on the job. Pulsion energy foam is engineered for maximum rebound to
further prevent fatigue. Single density PU foam is specifically chosen for its compression set and
ability to work with Pulsion foam. The unique Tetrapod design disperses compression in multiple
directions while maintaining its shape. Ax suede covering minimizes foot slipping in boot by
providing 30% more grip.
*Nano Composite Safety Toe. Identifies protection against impact and compression hazards with a
Carbon Nano (non-metallic) safety toe. Nano Composite safety toes meet ASTM F2413-18
standards.
*Electrical Hazard (Safety Toe). Identifies secondary protection against incidental contact with
electrical circuits of 18,000 volts or less under dry conditions. Safety Toe EH styles meet ASTM
F2413-18 EH standards.
*Storm Defender Waterproof Breathable Protection. These shoes are designed to be completely
waterproof and to keep your feet dry in most types of wet conditions. A waterproof and breathable
membrane is used to keep your feet dry but promote air flow and circulation.
*FastDry Technology Lining. FastDry lining wicks away sweat for comfort.
*Insite Technology Footbed. Carhartt footbed made with Insite technology is engineered to create
maximum arch support to reduce foot fatigue during long days on the job.
*PU Strobel pad
*Goodyear welt construction with Carhartt rubber outsole.
Carhartt History
Carhartt Footwear brings new life to an old concept; quality work footwear. We build footwear using
the highest standards of design, componentry and construction to insure that the Carhartt product
you are wearing stands up to the job you are doing. Premium materials throughout and attention to
detail in the manufacturing process produce unmatched features and benefits. Proprietary outsoles
and insoles are engineered to work together to provide optimal performance. Upper materials, like
premium leather and synthetic fabrics, deliver long lasting durability. Multilayer shock absorbing and
cushioning layers are used to enhance the fit and comfort of our boots and advanced foot beds work
with your body to improve how the footwear performs. Our work footwear meets applicable industry

safety standards. Since 1889, Carhartt has manufactured premium workwear known for exceptional
durability, comfort and quality that you can feel in the materials and see in the performance. Just as
our founder, Hamilton Carhartt, began four generations ago, Carhartt will continue to manufacture
the most rugged and durable clothing and footwear for generations to come. Carhartt is proud to
serve a variety of workers in many industries including construction and manufacturing along with
farmers, ranchers, and outdoor enthusiasts. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount
code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

